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Abstract
We apply a systematic review of peer-reviewed literature to assess constraining and enabling
factors to the uptake of medium- to long-term climate information in a wide range of sectoral
investment and planning decisions. Common applications of climate information are shown to
relate to adaptation of environmental policy and planning, urban planning and infrastructure,
as well as flood and coastal management. Analysis of identified literature highlights five
categories of enablers to the uptake of medium- to long-term climate information in decisionmaking, the most of frequent of which relates to greater collaboration and bridging between
producers and users of climate information. Five categories of constraints are also identified,
the largest comprising of scientific and technical limitations associated with available
medium- to long-term climate information. We highlight that not every decision requires
long-term climate information to be taken into account for successful outcomes to be
achieved. This is particularly the case in the context of developing countries, where the
immediacy of development challenges means that decision-makers often prioritize short-term
interventions. Care should therefore be taken to ensure that information is targeted towards
investments and planning decisions that are relevant to longer-term timescales.
Keywords
Climate services; Climate change adaptation; Climate Science; Decision Making; Climate
information uptake
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Introduction
Climate change poses considerable challenges to the management of socio-political,
economic and ecological systems (Lemos et al., 2012). Decision makers are
increasingly pressured by international, national and local stakeholders to ensure that
long-term climate risks are factored into investment and planning decisions (Dilling
and Lemos, 2011). The push for inclusion of medium- to long-term climate
information in decision making is largely founded on the notion that understanding
changing risk profiles and their potential impact on investments can help to guide and
support anticipatory action and adaptation (Barnett and O’Neill, 2010).
Given the length of timescales involved, medium- to long-term climate information is
typically associated with investments and planning decisions that have long time
horizons such as large infrastructure and national development plans. Failure to
consider the implications of climate change and ensure adaptive management within
these types of investments can increase the risk of maladaptation and lock-in of
irreversible or costly future development trajectories (Ranger and Garbett-Shiels,
2012). Though considerable progress has been made in incorporating weather,
seasonal and short-term climate information into decision making (Pozzi et al., 2013;
Tall et al., 2012; Thomson et al., 2006), the uptake and use of medium to longer-term
climate information lags behind the pace of recent scientific developments (Kirchhoff
et al., 2013b; Wilby et al., 2009). In this paper, we seek to better understand the
reasons for this shortfall.
Through a systematic review of available peer-reviewed literature, we assess
constraining and enabling factors for the uptake of medium- to long-term climate
information in decision making. To date, a number of reviews have assessed
constraints to the use of weather and short-term climate information in decision
making (Dilling and Lemos, 2011; Hansen et al., 2011; Marshall et al., 2011; Mase
and Prokopy, 2013; Vogel and O’Brien, 2006; Ziervogel and Calder, 2003). Our
review takes a novel approach, focusing solely on medium- to long-term climate
information, associated with inter-annual to multi-decadal timescales.
In critically assessing and synthesizing lessons learned from across a wide range of
peer-reviewed literature, this systematic literature review answers two targeted
research questions: 1: How is medium- to long-term climate information being used in
decision making; and 2: What are the main constraints and enablers to the uptake of
medium- to long-term climate information in decision making?
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Data and Methods
Following approaches used by several related studies (Berrang-Ford et al., 2011;
Delaney et al., 2014; Ford and Pearce, 2010), we adopted a systematic literature
review methodology to identify and analyse literature pertaining to the uptake of
medium- to long-term climate information in decision making. Here we define
medium- to long-term climate information as ranging from inter-annual and decadal
to centennial timescales (most commonly associated with initialised decadal forecasts
and multi-decadal climate projections).
In the context of this paper, climate information refers to a broad range of data,
including: historical observations (used to establish baseline of past and current
climate); future projections over multiple timescales (typically achieved through
climate and earth system models); and climate impact, vulnerability and adaptation
analysis (requiring information and analysis from various sectoral disciplines
spanning economic, environmental, social and political sciences) (Jones et al., 2015).
We adapt Moser and Ekstrom’s (2010) definition of “barriers” to describe obstacles to
improved uptake of climate information in decision making that can be overcome
with concerted effort. Within this study, “barriers” are used interchangeably with
“constraints”. We recognise “limits” as obstacles that tend to be absolute in a real
sense (Moser and Ekstrom, 2010). Finally, we refer to “enablers” as factors that have
been found to be associated with improved uptake of climate information in decision
making.
The Scopus database was selected for the review, as the largest abstract and citation
database of peer-reviewed literature. Literature was screened to ensure that papers
examining the use of weather and short-term climate information (defined here as
those associated with sub-annual timescales, such as seasonal climate and weather
forecasting) were excluded. Our search strategy deliberately targeted empirical case
studies and conceptual articles that documented and/or explicitly discussed the uptake
of climate information in investment decisions, planning processes and institutional
responses (see Appendix 1 for further details).
The systematic review targeted English-language peer-reviewed literature from
natural and social science published between January 2006 and October 2014. The
choice of 2006 relates to the cut-off date for inclusion within the IPCC’s Fourth
Assessment Report. We excluded grey literature due to three factors: the inability to
set matching search criteria between Scopus and Google Scholar; documented
weaknesses of using Google Scholar’s algorithms and database coverage in
conducting systematic reviews (Giustini and Boulos, 2013); and the relative
9

abundance of available peer-reviewed literature on the topic area. We also excluded
studies on short-term climate information operating on monthly and seasonal time
scales (up to 90 days) (Lemos et al., 2012; Siregar and Crane, 2011; Vogel and
O’Brien, 2006; Ziervogel and Calder, 2003). The predominant entry point for the use
of medium- to long-term climate information is national and regional decision making
bodies or organisations; consequently we excluded household-level decision making
in this review (the latter typically associated with weather and seasonal forecasting).
Table 1: Broad

inclusion and exclusion criteria for the literature search
Included

Sources published between January
2006 and October 2014
Peer-reviewed literature (Scopus
database)
Literature in English
Medium- (90 days, up to 10 years in
length) to long-term (10 years +)
climate information
Use in investment decisions, planning
processes and institutional responses

Excluded
Sources published before 2006
Grey literature
Literature in languages other than
English
Weather forecasts (days – weeks) and
seasonal climate forecasts (up to 90 days
in length)
Use in individual or household decisionmaking

Our search string consisted of the following terms:
"climat* change" OR "climat* variability" OR “global warming”
AND
"climate information" OR scenario* OR projection* OR "climate science"
AND
"decision mak*" OR plan* OR communicat* OR polic* OR uptake OR adapt*
AND
Obstacle* OR limit* OR constrain* OR hinder* OR prevent* OR fail* OR barrier*
OR opportunit* OR success* OR enabl* OR progress* OR benefit* OR accomplish*
OR achiev*
The initial search yielded a total of 2530 publications (Figure 2). Articles subsequently
underwent a two-stage screening process by two independent review teams, consisting
of: 1) title and abstract screening, with 110 articles progressing; and 2) full text
screening, with 44 articles going forward to full data extraction. Kappa scores
between the two review teams for the full-text screening were 0.916. A full list of
literature identified under Stage 1 and 2 can be found in Appendices 4 and 5.
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Search string returns

DATA COLLECTION

2,530

FIRST ROUND SCREENING

110

2,420

Title and abstract

Included articles

Excluded articles

SECOND ROUND SCREENING

44

66

Full-text screening

Included

Excluded

DATA EXTRACTION

Data extraction
of 44 articles

Figure 1: Key steps in the review methodology

Results
We present results of the data analysis of shortlisted articles, separated into the two
research questions.

How is medium- to long-term climate information currently being
used in decision-making and investment planning?
Analysis of the short-listed articles reveals that the most frequently documented
sectoral application of medium- to long-term climate information relates to
environmental policy and planning. Within this grouping, climate information is
primarily used to guide adaptation planning at various scales of governance. Other
areas of sectoral assessment relate to urban planning and infrastructure, flooding and
coastal management, and agriculture (see Figure 2). One of the most frequent uses of
long-term climate information is to support scenario planning, allowing consideration
of future risks as well as implications of different development pathways.
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Figure 2: Primary sectoral focus of short-listed literature

Climate information is also considered a useful tool for identifying hotspots or areas
with high potential for future vulnerability to climate risk. This often translates into
guidance for adaptation planning at multiple scales, as well as support for ‘climate
proofing’ of existing development plans and investments (Hegger et al., 2014). Use of
medium- to long-term climate information is particularly associated with long-lived
large-scale infrastructure investments (Agrawala et al., 2012; Camp et al., 2013).
Here, information about the range of future risk is used to guide the design and
implementation of critical infrastructure – the primary aims being to: prevent climate
change from resulting in negative economic returns in capital investment; to reduce
the likelihood of infrastructural damage and redundancy; and to limit the risk of
maladaptation (Ranger and Garbett-Shiels, 2012). For example, Agrawala et al.
(2012) describe how projections of future precipitation were used to adjust the design
of a series of dams and dykes built to provide water for covering containment cells of
radioactive waste at two decommissioned uranium mines in Canada. In another
example, climate information was used by planners in the Pacific island nation of
Kiribati to help make investment decisions for measures to guard against sea level
rise, such as constructions of sea walls and planting of mangroves. Government
officials have also used projected sea level rise to formulate another contingency plan:
an initiative dubbed “Migration with Dignity” which is aimed at identifying other
countries in which Kiribati citizens can fulfill labor needs and then formulate seasonal
overseas work programs to help begin the transition (Donner and Webber 2014).
The geographic focus of most papers spans multiple regions, shortly followed by
those concentrating primarily on North America and Europe (see Figure 3). Oceania
and Africa receive notably fewer mentions, with Asia only addressed by a single
short-listed paper. In relation to the scale of focus for papers, multi-scalar analyses are
by far the largest grouping (Figure 4). This is perhaps unsurprising, given the crossscalar nature of long-lived large-scale investment and planning. National, regional and
local scales each receive high levels of attention, with a single paper focused
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primarily at the municipal level. No papers focus on the supra-national scale (see
Appendix 3 for definitions and further details).
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Figure 3: Primary geographic focus of short-listed literature
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Figure 4: Primary scale of focus of short-listed literature

Of the 44 articles that progressed through to full data extraction, 35 were qualitative
empirical studies, drawing on a variety of methods from across the social sciences
(Figure 5). Only one quantitative assessment went past the final round of textscreening. The prevalence of qualitative research likely reflects the relative
complexity of capturing the various social, political and economic drivers that shape
how decision making processes draw on information, as well as the disciplines that
engage in these topics. Additionally, seven conceptual studies and one commentary
were included.
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Figure 5: Type of evidence generated in short-listed literature

What are the main constraints and enablers to the uptake of
medium- to long-term climate information in decision making and
investment planning?
All 44 papers cite at least one constraining or enabling factor to the use of climate
information in decision making, with many listing several. To synthesise the range of
different factors we further cluster constraints and enablers into distinct categories.
Constraints to the uptake of medium- to long-term climate information

Ten individual constraints to the uptake of climate information in decision making
processes are identified in the literature (see Table 2). These are then grouped into
five overarching categories, namely: a disconnect between producers and users of
climate information; limitations of climate science and information; financial and
technical constraints; political economy and institutional constraints; and psychosocio constraints. The frequency of papers giving mention to each constraint and the
categories assigned to them are detailed in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Number of papers per category of constraints
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Table 2: Identified constraints in the literature
Category
1.1. Disconnect
between users and
producers of climate
information
1.2. Limitations of
climate information

1.3. Financial &
technical constraints

1.4. Political
economy &
institutional
constraints

1.5. Psycho-socio
constraints

Constraints
1.1.1. Utility and relevance of
climate information

Summarised details
- Inability of available medium- to long-term climate information to address the perceived informational needs of decision makers

1.1.2. Communication
challenges

- Low accessibility of climate information. Formats and knowledge platforms are not always user-friendly
- Lack of collaboration and interaction between producers and users of climate information
- Few effective boundary organizations

1.2.1. Spatial resolution

- Poor spatial resolution hinders the ability of climate information to inform local decisions

1.2.2. Inherent uncertainty

- Inherent uncertainty of climate models and the intrinsic complexity of the climate system

1.3.1. Limited financial
resources

- Lack of financial resources at national and local levels to access relevant climate information and tools to implement adaptation
activates

1.3.2. Limited scientific and
technical capacity / know-how

- Limited scientific capacity to interpret and analyse climate information
- Limited technical capacity to communicate climate information to decision makers in a manner that does not sacrifice the
integrity of the underlying science
- Limited capacity of decision makers to understand and utilise available climate information in decision making processes,
particularly relating to associated uncertainties

1.4.1. Temporal mismatch
between climate information
and political cycles

- Political cycles (typically 4-5 years in duration) are poorly matched with the timescales associated with medium-to long-term
climate information (typically multi-decadal in duration)

1.4.2 Institutional constraints

- Reluctance of institutions to act on available knowledge – many relying on past information to guide decision making
- Higher priority allocated to addressing other development challenges and/or competing agendas
- Limited flexibility in decision making over institutional structure, direction and budgeting

1.5.1. Different perceptions of
risk

- Differing levels of risk perception amongst producers and users of climate information

1.5.2. Trust and credibility

- Perceived lack of accuracy, reliability, and credibility in climate information amongst many potential users and decision makers
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Disconnect between producers and users of climate information

The first category of constraining factors pertains to a disconnect between producers
and users of climate information. It is largely characterized by: the inability of
medium to long-term climate information to match the perceived informational needs
of decision makers; communication challenges; and a lack of effective boundary
organizations able to broker, translate and facilitate engagements between relevant
stakeholders (see Table ). Below we briefly summarise some of the key issues
associated with each individual constraint.
Utility and relevance of climate information
One of the primary constraints identified by the review is a mismatch between
perceived informational needs of decision makers and the inability of climate
information to address them. Medium- to long-term climate information is largely
considered to be inaccessible (in terms of both language and availability) to many
decision makers, and of little practical use in the context of most investments and
planning decisions (Bryson et al., 2010; Romsdahl, 2011).
If decision makers fail to see the relevance and practical utility of available climate
information, willingness to apply it in decision making is likely to be reduced (Bryson
et al., 2010). Indeed, many decision makers place greater emphasis on personal
experience and judgment than on climate information in formulating actions and
decisions, further emphasizing the disconnect (Rosentrater, 2010). In the context of
developing countries, this lack of relevance stems, in part, from the fact that those
most vulnerable to impacts of climate change are rarely involved in the production of
climate information itself, thereby detracting ownership and limiting buy-in amongst
key decision makers (Bremond, 2014). Ziervogel and Zermoglio (2009: 136) describe
how the funding and delivery of climate information centres primarily on addressing
fundamental knowledge gaps and “gaining greater understanding of atmospheric
dynamics”, rather than approaching the challenge from the bottom up: addressing
specific needs identified by decision makers.
Communication challenges
Poor communication between producers and users of medium- to long-term climate
information hinders uptake at all stages of the decision making process (Lu, 2011;
O’Toole and Coffey, 2013; Ryghaug, 2011; Srinivasan et al., 2011; van Drunen et al.,
2011; Ziervogel and Zermoglio, 2009). We identify three distinct communication
challenges from within the shortlisted literature: low accessibility to climate
information; difficulties in translating climate information into actionable guidance
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for decision makers; and a lack of collaboration and interaction between scientists and
policy makers (Camp et al., 2013; Lu, 2011).
Firstly, existing dissemination channels for medium- to long-term climate information
often do not reach decision makers and communities equally. This is particularly
evident in the context of developing countries, where many rural or disadvantaged
areas do not have access to adequate technology or technical resources to make use of
available climate information, such as in the case of rural communities in Namibia
without access to newspapers, television or Internet (David et al., 2013).
The second communication challenge pertains to difficulties in translating science
into practical options and guidance. Producers of climate information often lack
sufficient expertise in effectively communicating their results in formats that are
easily accessible and comprehensible to decision makers – many of whom may not be
accustomed to interpreting scientific outputs (Meinke et al., 2006; Romsdahl, 2011).
The “naive assumption that knowledge can be transferred as an unambiguous signal”
directly points to a lack of translation of science into practical measures, but also to
the complexity and political economy of decision making processes (Meinke et al.,
2006: 102; Viviroli et al., 2011). The existence of a vast multitude of different
knowledge portals and data repositories associated with the dissemination and
communication of medium- to long-term climate information further underscores the
difficulties decision makers have in knowing where to turn for reliable information
and the lack of user-friendly applications (Agrawala et al., 2012; Barron et al., 2012).
Finally, a lack of interaction and collaboration between scientists and policy makers
acts as a considerable constraint to effective communication of medium- to long-term
climate information (Dilling and Lemos, 2011). A large reason for this challenge
relates to the absence of effective boundary agents and organizations, limiting twoway communication and making it difficult for producers and users of climate
information to engage with one another ( Clarke et al. 2013; Ryghaug, 2011;
Srinivasan et al., 2011a; Ziervogel and Zermoglio, 2009a).
Limitations of climate information

The second category of constraints concerns limitations in the production and utility
of medium- to long-term climate information.
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Spatial resolution
The mainstay of climate modelling is coarse-resolution coupled Ocean-Atmosphere
General Circulation Models (OA/GCMs). These models break the Earth down into
individual grid-cells with horizontal resolutions of roughly 150-300 km2. Physical
processes at smaller scales are parameterised. High computational demands and
uncertainties in our understanding of the climate system limit our ability to simulate
climate processes at higher resolutions. While GCM outputs are of notable use in
understanding the general characteristics of the overall climate, they are far removed
from the scale and accuracy needed to inform local decision making and trade-offs on
the ground (Lemos and Rood, 2010).
As a result high-resolution downscaling techniques are in high demand due to their
perceived utility in informing locally-relevant decision making. However, large
uncertainties persist (David et al., 2013; Yousefpour et al., 2013; Ziervogel and
Zermoglio, 2009). Given that dynamical downscaling feeds directly from global
model outputs, regional climate models have many of the same biases with no greater
accuracy (Agrawala et al., 2012; Miles et al., 2006; Runhaar et al., 2012). In other
words, the ability to downscale to finer temporal or spatial dimensions does not
necessarily imply that confidence is any higher in the outputs that are derived (Camp
et al., 2013; David et al., 2013). In addition, the high resource and computational costs
associated with downscaling make it difficult for decision makers in developing
countries to carry out, and have access to, high resolution climate information
(Lawrence et al., 2013). This is particularly the case in Africa, where few regional
modelling centres have the capacity to generate downscaled outputs, particularly
outside of South Africa (Ziervogel and Zermoglio 2009).
Inherent uncertainty of climate information and inherent complexity of the climate
system
The majority of articles identify the complexities associated with generating mediumto long-term climate information, and the uncertainties that go with it, as a key
impediment to its uptake into decision making (Kirchhoff et al., 2013b; Lemos and
Rood, 2010; Lu, 2011; O’Toole and Coffey, 2013; Rosentrater, 2010). After
examining several cases and lessons learnt from the UK Climate Impacts Programme
(UKCIP) scenario exercises in the UK, Gawith et al. (2009: 116) find that
uncertainties linked to modelling outputs and scenarios were “a major barrier to the
application of climate change information for decision making”. Much of this relates
to the inability of climate information to inform many local investment trade-offs as
decisions makers often call for high levels of certainty in weighing the implications of
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future options. This desire also encourages misrepresentation and misunderstanding of
climate outputs, masking true levels of uncertainty associated with future projections.
Large uncertainties can even lead to investors and planners omitting climate
information from decision making processes altogether (Kirchhoff et al., 2013b).
Financial and technical constraints

The third category of constraints relates to financial and technical constraints.
Limited financial resources
As referred to in the preceding section, dynamical downscaling of climate data at
regional and local scales is computationally expensive (Lawrence et al., 2013).
Ensuring that relevant information is able to feed into and guide adaptation planning
is therefore limited by the availability of financial resources. Inevitably, this means
that many low-income regions, such as sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, have
access to fewer high resolution outputs able to guide decision makers at a finer spatial
resolutions (Agrawala and van Aalst, 2008; Srinivasan et al., 2011). Similar
challenges exist in securing resources to maintain observational networks, as well as
the financial and technical resources needed to support Integrated Assessment
Modelling (IAM).
Limited scientific and technical capacity
The complexity of medium- to long-term climate information requires high levels of
scientific capacity to interpret and analyse associated outputs. It also requires
technical capacity to communicate relevant information to decision makers in a
manner that is both easily interpretable to decision makers and does not sacrifice the
integrity of the underlying science (Ziervogel and Zermoglio, 2009). Alongside this,
decision makers need to be supported in understanding the merits and limitations of
utilising available climate information in decision making processes. Failure to
acknowledge and address these challenges may lead to the misinterpretation of
climate information or under/overestimation of uncertainty and future risks (Bolson et
al., 2013; Romsdahl, 2011; Rosentrater, 2010; Srinivasan et al., 2011).
Political economy and institutional constraints

The fourth category of constraining factors relates to political, socio-economic and
institutional factors.
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Temporal mismatch between climate information and political cycles
One of the largest impediments to the use of medium- to long-term climate
information is the fact that time horizons associated with multi-decadal climate
projections are often ill-matched with the needs of decision makers, who are usually
“more concerned with the next 10 years than they are with the next 100 years”
(Agrawala et al., 2012; Agrawala and van Aalst, 2008; Bryson et al. 2010; Clarke et
al., 2013; Gawith et al., 2009: 120; Rosentrater, 2010). This is particularly prevalent
in the context of developing countries, where tackling pressing social and economic
development issues often forces policy makers’ attention towards short-term
timescales (Agrawala and van Aalst, 2008; Ziervogel and Zermoglio, 2009). As a
result, the implications of long-term costs (or benefits) are often disregarded or left for
consideration at a later stage in the policy cycle (Bryson et al., 2010; Clarke et al.,
2013).
Institutional constraints
Organizational cultures and institutional settings are important factors that influence
the way decisions are made and carried out. Issues such as: competing institutional
mandates; overlapping jurisdictions and budgets; overly complex levels of
bureaucracy; and limited flexibility are each elements that may hamper the use of
climate information in decision making (Dilling and Lemos, 2011, Miles et al., 2006).
Some institutions are reluctant to use new sources of knowledge and prefer to rely on
proven sources to guide their decisions (Lemos and Rood, 2010); others accept that
climate risks are likely to change, but downplay the need to address them, placing
higher priority on addressing other financial and socio-economic concerns (Dilling
and Lemos, 2011).
Psycho-socio constraints

The fifth and final category of constraint pertains to psycho-socio constraints for
which we identify two constraints to the uptake of climate information in policy
making, namely: a gap in the perception of risk between scientists and decision
makers; and a perceived lack of trust in and credibility of climate information.
Different perceptions of risk
Risk perception is a key driver of institutional and political change (Rosentrater,
2010). Recognising wider social and political pressures, decision makers have to
weigh up the likelihood of future risks affecting investment and planning decisions
based on best available knowledge. Low levels of perceived risk can therefore
contribute to inaction or the prioritization of addressing other risks ahead of climate
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adaptation. Such differences, alongside wider values, can serve to prevent climate
information from being acted upon when considered alongside other competing
economic and social concerns (Runhaar et al., 2012). Indeed, in their assessment of
adaptation policy in the Netherlands, Runhaar et al (2012) describe how disparities
between risk perception and the need for urgency in tackling the risks associated with
future flooding and heat stress between decision makers and scientists act to prevent
decisive action.
Trust and credibility
Finally, a perceived lack of credibility with regards to medium- to long-term climate
information can prevent decision makers from using and acting upon available
knowledge (Kirchhoff et al., 2013b; Meinke et al. 2006). This is particularly relevant
in the context of widespread scepticism of the validity of climate information amongst
many decision makers, notably the ability of climate models to replicate and predict
the complexities of the climate system. For example, a perceived lack of accuracy,
reliability and credibility were each found to drive low levels of trust in climate
science amongst water resources managers in Brazil and U.S.A. (Kirchhoff et al.,
2013b). A failure to recognize and address cognitive constraints only serves to widen
the knowledge gap and can trigger greater levels resistance between producers and
users of climate information (Lemos and Rood, 2010; Romsdahl, 2011).

Enablers to the uptake of medium- to long-term climate information

In analysing data extracted from the short-listed papers, we also identify enabling
factors for enhancing the use of medium- to long-term climate information.
Inevitably, many of the enablers relate directly to individual constraints listed in
Section B1. However, in seeking to maintain objectivity within thematic clustering we
categorise enabling factors independently of the constraints identified earlier.
A total of 33 out of the 44 short-listed papers present at least one enabler, many
papers present multiple. Enabling factors are classified into five overarching
categories consisting of: collaboration and bridging work; enhancing technical
capacity; improvements to our understanding of underlying science; institutional
reform; and windows of opportunity and trust. By far the largest category is that of
collaboration and bridging work. The second largest category is accessibility and
support for technical capacity. The remaining three categories receive notably fewer
mentions, despite their relevance (see Figure 7). Table 3 presents a summary of the
categories and the enabling factors which fall under each. Below we briefly
summarise some of the key issues associated with each individual enabler.
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Figure 7: Number of papers per category of enablers
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Table 3: Identified enablers in the literature
Category

Enablers
2.1.1 Collaboration, interaction
and stakeholder inclusion

2.1. Collaboration and
bridging work

2.2. Support for
technical capacity
2.3. Improvements to
understanding of
underlying science

2.1.2 Matching info with user
needs
2.1.3 Need for boundary
organisations/agents

Involvement of decision makers in co-creating climate information
Positive interaction between producers and users of medium- to long-term climate information
Long-term commitment from funders and researchers, leading to trust-building with decision makers
Effective and recurring engagement between users and producers

- Information tailored to user needs, and users assisted to formulate their information requests
- Effective boundary organizations or agents can bridge gaps and help translate information

2.2.1 Accessibility/ usability

- Decision makers can more readily use climate information that is accessible (e.g., in the appropriate language, via an
appropriate communication channel, in a comprehensible format to the intended audience)

2.2.2 Agency capacity and
training

- Available in-house expertise and capacity to make use of climate information

2.3.1 Higher resolution data

- Provision and use of higher resolution data tailored to the specific informational needs of decision makers

2.3.2 Matching timescales

- Matching timescales of climate scenarios with timescales of decision making

2.4.1 Overcoming institutional
constraints

- Promoting flexible decision making within institutions
- Organizations with greater human or technical capacity to use climate information

2.4.2 Changes to research
processes

- Increased multi-disciplinarity in research, including greater involvement of social science. Ensuring the research funding
and delivery flexibly responds to stakeholder needs
- Extending peer review process to incorporate feedback from a wider range of stakeholders

2.5.1 Trigger event

- Occurrence of a climate event heightens use of climate information; decision makers are more receptive to including
climate information following such an event

2.5.2 Perception of info
(credibility, salience, legitimacy)

- Users of climate information that perceiving it to be credible, salient and useful have higher rates of uptake than decision
makers who do not perceive the information to be useful

2.4. Institutional reform

2.5. Windows of
opportunity and trust

Summarised details
-
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Collaboration and Bridging Work
A majority of the papers highlight significant benefits in bringing different stakeholders
together to promote the uptake of medium- to long-term climate information in decision
making. Increasing levels of collaboration and two-way communication between producers
and users of climate information can help to build trust, encourage better understanding and
respect of stakeholders’ expertise, and promote co-production of knowledge. This category is
made up of three individual enablers, consisting of: a) Collaboration, interaction and
stakeholder inclusion; b) Matching information with user needs; c) Active and effective
boundary organizations and agents.
Collaboration, interaction and stakeholder inclusion
The successful uptake of medium- to long-term climate information is often predicated on
sustained interaction and engagement between those producing information (typically climate
scientists and researchers from related fields) and those that use it to inform decision making
(whether government, NGO or private sector). Many articles cite successful uptake of climate
information and scenarios as heavily dependent on decision makers being explicitly involved
and contributing to the formulation of medium- to long-term climate information (Berkhout
et al., 2014; Corburn, 2009; Dilling and Lemos, 2011; Kirchhoff et al., 2013b; Miles et al.,
2006). In particular, the merits of using participatory processes of engagement to bring
stakeholders together are shown to encourage sharing of different perspectives and support
greater collaboration in promoting utility and effective use of climate information (Barron et
al., 2012; Berkhout et al., 2014; Bryson et al., 2010; Gawith et al., 2009; Picketts et al., 2013;
Rosentrater, 2010; van Drunen et al., 2011; Ziervogel and Zermoglio, 2009): “In order to
raise awareness and develop climate adaptation planning, there is a growing recognition of
the need for sustained relationships between producers of decision support resources and the
decision-makers who might use them”. Romsdahl (2011: 524).
Successful use of seasonal climate forecasts has been achieved through iterative interaction
between producers of information and users (Dilling and Lemos 2011; Bolson et al. 2013).
Such engagement helps the producers’ of information understand the decision making
context of users thereby increasing the ability to customize the information to meet user
needs. Such interaction is also a driver for use of long-term climate information. Corburn
(2009) documented a case in New York City of the co-production of climate change
scenarios and models in which city planners and climate scientists worked together to refine
the models that were used to predict urban heat island effects. Local planners were hesitant to
adopt the models as first presented, but once they were given the opportunity to contribute
and make adjustments, the project moved forward and the planners (the climate information
users) had more buy-in to the process and more trust of the scientists and their supporting
science.
Trust was also found to be a critical factor in the use of climate information for adaptation
planning and decision making (Barron et al., 2012; Burch et al., 2010). The community-level
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adaptation planning process in the low-lying municipality of Delta, British Columbia, Canada
at the mouth of the Fraser River (mentioned above), lasted several years and provided ample
opportunity for the researchers to interact with and form trusting bonds with the community
stakeholders (Barron et al. 2012; Burch et al. 2010). Both the local community staff and
members of the public were receptive to the project, and therefore willing to make use of the
climate information in the form of visualized scenarios, because of the longer-term
commitment that was shown on the part of researchers and the trust that was built between
stakeholders. Trust is also mentioned as an opportunity for increasing climate information use
(Kirchhoff, Lemos, and Engle 2013) and is noted as a key component required in establishing
a National Climate Service (Miles et al. 2006).
Although difficult to prove empirically, a common notion is that trust is largely built through
effective and recurring engagement between users and producers. Lu (2011: 88) echoes this
point, stating that “partnerships and collaboration among relevant stakeholder groups is
critical to the efficient and effective provision, delivery and application of climate change
information.” However, it is important to note that stakeholder participation cannot be viewed
as a panacea (Kasperson 2006 in Romsdahl 2011).
Matching information with user needs
Uptake of medium- to long-term climate information can be supported by matching it with
specific user needs. This can only be done through interaction with producers and users to
define the question that is most relevant to their needs (Berkhout et al., 2014; Jenni et al.,
2014). In the Dutch Climate Changes Spatial Planning programme, for example, scenarios
created by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) were a starting point for
creating tailored scenarios according to the needs of specific users. Climate modellers and
stakeholders worked together to gradually align their frames of references. In one specific
instance, there was a need identified for a ‘standard hydrological year’ in a project that was
working with provincial governments to create adaptation strategies. The ‘standard year
approach’ was the approach preferred by decision makers, even though it had some
limitations—year-to-year variability and changes in extremes are not fully explored in such
an approach. The decision makers preferred the simpler approach instead of using full-scale
30-year model simulations (Berkhout et al. 2014). We can deduce that having the climate
modellers tailor the information to what the decision makers were asking drove the uptake of
the climate information.
Connecting users with information that is relevant to them is a key enabler in establishing its
utility and uptake: “An effective climate service goes beyond the production of information.
It has to be embedded into an end-to-end system that serves the members of target community
with information that would enable them to initiate actions to reduce or avoid risks”
(Srinivasan et al., 2011: 10). For example, producers of climate information can be
encouraged to gain a better understanding of what information will best support decision
makers as well as the political and socio-economic context within which decisions are taken.
In turn, decision makers can be encouraged to better articulate their information needs in a
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manner that recognises the limitations of available science. Doing so requires a collaborative
processes between all relevant stakeholders (Miles et al., 2006).
Active and effective boundary organizations
Effective boundary organizations can also help in bringing about mutual understanding
between different stakeholders and facilitate the uptake of medium- to long-term climate
information. With this in mind, Selvaraju et al. (2011: 106), call for the establishment of
“multi-disciplinary institutional mechanisms at national and sub-national levels with specific
roles and responsibilities pertaining to generation, translation, communication and use of
climate information for decision making.” Such boundary organizations span research, policy
and practice helping to perform a number of roles including: the convening of different
stakeholders, production and translation of research outputs; and support in communicating
the costs and benefits of different policy options (Clarke et al., 2013).
Increased accessibility of climate information and support for the technical capacity to
use it

The second largest category of enablers relates to access and use of medium- to long-term
climate information by decision makers. Improved accessibility of climate information and
support for technical capacity to use it can be significant enabling factors in promoting uptake
(see overlaps with Section B1.3.2).
Enhancing accessibility/usability
There are various components to enhancing the accessibility and usability of medium- to
long-term climate information, including: making it available in a range of different
languages; encouraging it to be shared across a range of different communication channels;
and carefully ensuring that information and policy advice is interpretable by non-experts and
tailored to the appropriate audience (Dilling and Lemos, 2011; Romsdahl 2011). One way of
making climate information accessible is through a knowledge portal that makes scientific
knowledge available to decision makers and stakeholders in easily understandable formats.
CSIRO maintains a coastal research web portal that provides access to data from coastal
research projects to local councils and other stakeholders (Clarke et al. 2013), although
empirical evidence documenting how successful it has been in spurring the uptake of climate
information was not documented. One project that has been successful in terms of making
information accessible to end-users has been the UKCIP02 program. Stakeholders involved
in an evaluation of the UKCIP02 program responded that documents were written in simple
language and were clear and concise, making them easily understandable by people without
scientific backgrounds (Gawith et al. 2009).
Above all, producers of climate information, boundary agents and knowledge brokers should
each be aware of the various needs, technical capacities and interests of respective end users
(Lu, 2011). For example, the communication of medium- to long-term climate information is
often heavily reliant of the use of scientific terminology and technical figures and charts. This
can render information inaccessible to many decision makers if they are unfamiliar with
technical outputs or the assumptions that underlie their production (Girvetz et al., 2014).
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Building agency capacity
The ability of decision makers to understand and apply climate information was found to be a
driving factor of uptake in both Bolson et al. (2009) and Romsdahl (2011), relating to the
barrier regarding lack of capacity. Bolson et al. (2009) further cited agency size as a driver of
uptake of climate information. In larger water resource systems that were part of their study,
the bigger organizations had more expertise and in-house capacity to make use of climate
information. They surveyed water resource managers and concluded that “the underlying
message appears to be the need for major improvements in (1) marketing and (2) training
about the forecasts and information” (p. 150). Marketing is tied to the above driver of making
climate information accessible, while training on how to use the information would build
capacity among decision makers to make use of the products created by climate scientists.
A case study of the Southeast Climate Consortium (SECC), which is a Regional Integrated
Sciences and Assessments program (RISA) under the Climate Program Office of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), revealed that an enhanced ability to
understand the climate science presented is an important factor in adoption of decision
support mechanisms among decision makers (Romsdahl 2011). The SECC is a collaboration
between state universities in Florida, Georgia, and Alabama, and involves a strong
partnership with the respective State Cooperative Extension Services. A strategic plan of the
SECC Extension Program emphasized the development of educational materials and training
programs to assist decision makers in comprehending and subsequently using climate
information (Romsdahl 2011).
Also acknowledging the role of capacity building, a conceptual review of the Nairobi Work
Program (an activity under the UNFCCC) noted that two of the highest priority areas that
have been defined by the Parties and partner organizations are providing technical guidance
on the use of climate data and scenarios products and building the technical capacity of incountry experts to enhance the use of climate information and services (Lu 2011). This
opportunity as described in the conceptual review aligns with the empirical evidence
provided in the case study.
Improvements to the underlying science

This category relates to improvements in the underlying basis of climate science. Two
enablers stand out in particular: a) higher resolution data; and b) matching timescales with
decision making.
Higher resolution data
The ability to produce information at appropriate resolution for use in local and regional
decision making is a considerable enabling factor to informed decision making (Gawith et al.,
2009; Runhaar et al., 2012; Ziervogel and Zermoglio, 2009). In studying the UKCIP
program, Gawith et al. (2009) provide evidence that higher resolution data increased the use
of the information among professionals in the UK building sector. Users were able to apply
high scale resolution information to their specific location and evaluate the implications of
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future temperature change on building design. Despite the advantages it offers, it must be
recognised that high resolution climate information still comes with many technical
limitations that impede its utility to inform local decision making processes.
Matching timescales with decision making
A temporal mismatch between decision makers’ interests and the timescales associated with
medium- to long-term climate information was identified as a constraint to climate
information uptake in multiple papers. Examples of successful efforts to align these time
frames is only documented in one article (Gawith et al., 2009). One of the tools developed
underneath the UKCIP program is the Local Climate Impacts Profile (LCLIP), an approach
that helps local authorities assess their vulnerability to climate change. Information is
gathered on the impacts of previous weather events in a location, and then climate
information from the UKCIP scenarios is used to explore the projections of the likelihood of
such events at a timeframe in the future chosen by the local authorities. For example, an
LCLIP developed by the Oxfordshire County Council (OCC) focused on the projection of
high temperature days in the 2020s and the possible effects on summer road maintenance.
The 2020s was chosen because that timescale was most closely aligned with the county
council’s planning timescale (Gawith et al., 2009). Given the related constraint identified in
Section 1.4.1, there is an opportunity for the producers of medium- to long-term climate
information to work with potential users to create products that match the decision makers’
needs in terms of timescales. Creating climate information that is better aligned with the
policy making cycle can be an enabling factor in uptake.
Overcoming institutional constraints is considered an important factor for increasing
uptake of medium- to long-term climate information

Overcoming institutional constraints
Identifying enablers to overcoming institutional constraints is difficult, primarily as many are
context specific. However, organizations that have sufficient human or technical capacity, or
engage in processes of flexible and iterative decision making, are likely to be better able to
make use of climate information (Bolson et al., 2009; Kirchhoff et al., 2013b). For example,
Meinke et al. (2006) call for institutional reform among Australian climate research agencies
and agricultural policy makers to better align scientific outputs with policy needs and
recommend that risk management systems become more holistic and incorporate climate risk
management into the broader strategies for rural communities. Finding the appropriate entry
point for policy engagement is also key. In reviewing ways in which development
practitioners can build climate change adaptation into their sector, Agrawala and van Aalst
(2008) identify investment plans, land-use planning, and disaster management strategies as
appropriate entry points for the uptake of climate information in national decision making
processes.
Changes to research
This category of enablers contains a variety of factors. In a commentary addressing whether
the scientific research agenda and processes for commissioning and carrying out research in
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practice are adapting successfully to address the complex problems being created by climate
change, Averyt (2010) makes a case for the benefits of integrated and user-driven research.
She calls for incentives that encourage climate scientists to engage with researchers from
other disciplines as well as end-users of climate information throughout their careers, not just
after they have achieved tenure. Greater multi- and interdisciplinary research is needed, in
part, because the issues behind climate change and adaptation are very complex and span
numerous sectors (Viviroli et al., 2011). Collaboration between scientists and researchers
from a range of different disciplines can help foster greater understanding of user needs and
support producers of climate information to provide information in more usable formats
(Burch et al., 2010). In discussing how to improve incentives for creating usable climate
information, Dilling and Lemos (2011) also cite a need for flexibility in how research is
commissioned and procured, recognising needs and problems often shift and change through
time.
Windows of opportunity and trust
This category focuses on the timing of change and perceptions of information used to bring
about transition. It is the smallest of the five categories, and there are few examples within
the short-listed literature of how these enablers have been successfully used. Yet, the topics
are sufficiently important and distinct from the previous categories to justify a stand-alone.
Trigger event
In both their literature review and participant interviews, Kirchhoff et al. (2013b) found that
the occurrence of a climate event, such as an extreme drought, can trigger increased requests
for climate information. However, this heightened use of climate information fades after the
climate event passes, suggesting a limited window of opportunity for effective dissemination.
The authors argue that these findings suggest “increased receptivity during drought events
might serve as opportunities to overcome skepticism and train managers to use climate
information, since associated impacts are fresh in their psyche” (Kirchhoff et al 2013b:12).
Producers of climate information may therefore be able to make greater use of trigger events
in order to take advantage of particular windows of opportunity when they arise.
Perception of information
This last enabler deals with ways in which decision makers view climate information. There
is a need to encourage greater levels of trust between decision makers in relation to producers
of climate information, especially in the utility of their scientific outputs in supporting
decision making. Policy makers and planners often need to view medium- to long-term
climate information as useful for their decision making before being willing to adopt it
(Dilling and Lemos, 2011). Beyond seeing the relevance of the information, users also need
to believe that it is credible and trust those who are producing it. Trust is often built up
through collaboration and interaction (Corburn, 2009). As identified previously, collaborating
with decision makers to co-produce climate information can increase levels of trust and
thereby increase rates of uptake. Dilling and Lemos (2011) highlight how credibility,
legitimacy and salience strongly determined use of climate information in decision making
processes.
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Discussion
Before drawing wider conclusions, we first highlight four observations with regards to the
outputs of the systematic review. First, in reflecting on the typology of the studies found
within the review, it is clear that there is a strong skew within the peer-reviewed literature
towards documenting the uptake of climate information in developed countries and regions.
A lack of developing countries focus may reflect a number of factors. Decision makers in
developing country are often less likely to use climate information to guide investments and
plans, owing to the immediacy of basic development needs as well as lack of technical
capacity to integrate climate information into decision making processes (Agrawala and van
Aalst, 2008; Selvaraju et al., 2011). Another factor may be due to lower research capacity and
resources, and hence less likelihood for research to be carried out on the uptake of climate
information in developing countries and subsequently featured within peer-reviewed
literature (Girvetz et al., 2014). It is possible that we would have found more cases in
developing countries had we included grey literature instead of limiting our research to peer
reviewed literature.
Our second observation is that in examining the number of papers that cited evidence within
each category of constraint and enabler, constraints appear to be relatively evenly distributed
amongst the different categories. Enablers, on the other hand, are clustered heavily within the
category of “collaboration and bridging work”. Reasons behind this are unclear. It may be
that this category relates to a large number of different activities. It may also reflect the
genuine gains that may be had in promoting successful uptake within decision making, or the
comparative ease with which it may be overcome compared to many of the other
opportunities (particularly in relation to difficulties in driving forward with political and
institutional change as well as overcoming current scientific limitations).
Third, although we limit our review to use of medium- and long-term climate information
and excluded research on short-term climate forecasts, the constraints and enablers that
emerge from our study closely align with those found in the literature on the uptake of
weather and seasonal forecasting (see Crane et al., 2010; Kirchhoff et al., 2013a; Lemos and
Rood, 2010; Vogel and O’Brien, 2006). While the two domains draw on different kinds of
climate information and are typically oriented toward different kinds of decisions and
decision makers, both appear to involve similar sets of fundamental issues. These include
mismatching spatial and temporal specificity, poor connections between processes of
information production and application, communication challenges, and lack of institutional
incentives for scientists and decision makers. Furthermore, successful uptake in both domains
appears to be associated with co-production processes that involve iterative communication
between scientists and decision makers, boundary actors, carefully tailored information, and
willingness of both scientists and decision makers to move out of their institutional and
informational comfort zones. Most importantly, this suggests that actors seeking to promote
more effective use of medium- to long-term climate information may gain substantially from
drawing on the lessons learned in overcoming constraints to the uptake of seasonal climate
information. This is particularly relevant given the latter category’s greater maturity (in both
academia and practice) as well as recent gains in improving ways of communication,
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dissemination channels and use of short-term climate information in decision making
(Goddard et al., 2010; Tall et al., 2012).
Lastly, it is important to note that there are limitations with our study and its design.
Principally, our results are restricted to peer-reviewed literature, in English, and therefore
may capture only a subset of available knowledge and literature. Indeed, there is a body of
grey literature that offers insights into the subject at hand (Hallegate et al., 2012; Jones et al.,
2015; Ranger, 2013; Wilby et al., 2009; WRI, 2011). Casting the net more widely to include
non-peer reviewed papers, as well as comparison of the main findings of different types of
publications, would be an interesting area for additional research.
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Conclusion
Evidence from the literature showcases the diversity of challenges facing stakeholders
engaged at every stage of the science-policy interface. While many of the constraints may
appear overwhelming, evidence suggests that they are not insurmountable. Clearly more
needs to be done to advance our understanding of the climate system and the likely impacts
of climate change on people and communities on medium- to long-term timescales. However,
promoting the uptake of climate information is not just about improving climate science;
many of the biggest constraints relate to issues of political economy and institutional factors.
As the evidence in this systematic review highlights, the uncertainty of institutional
mandates, organisational structures and a lack of adequate incentives can each act as concrete
impediments to science uptake. They also limit the ability of knowledge brokers to have
meaningful impact with targeted decision making processes.
Isolated external interventions targeted at promoting the uptake of climate information into
decision making are unlikely to succeed without the establishment of meaningful and
sustained relationships between relevant scientists and policy making stakeholders.
Effectiveness is also largely dependent on bottom-up demand for and – where possible –
national ownership of available climate services. Spending time and investing resources to
understand the local political context and engage with national and local partners can
therefore help tailor more effective communication and use of climate information. Above
all, more needs to be done to ensure co-production of knowledge between producers and
users of medium- to long-term climate information.
Not every decision requires long-term climate information to be taken into account in order
for successful outcomes to be achieved. This is particularly the case in the context of
developing countries, where the immediacy of development challenges means that decisionmakers often prioritise short-term interventions. Rather, care should be taken to ensure that
information is targeted towards investments and planning decisions that are relevant to
longer-term timescales, either where infrastructure and impacts on livelihoods are felt long
after the intervention project-cycle or where their influence is expected over multiple
decades. Such targeting should also be conscious of investments and planning decisions that
pose higher risks of maladaptation or ‘lock-in’ due to technical difficulties or high cost of
retrofitting, such as long-lived infrastructural investments or urban spatial planning.
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Appendix 1: Steps conducted under the systematic review
a) Using a decision tree to screen articles
We conducted the Scopus search on October 1st, 2014, receiving 2,530 hits from the original
string (see the Data and Methods section in the paper for the search terms). In order to narrow
down on publications relevant to the research questions, we used the decision tree outlined in
Figure 1 (numbers of papers excluded at each point in the decision tree can be seen in A2).
Figure 1: Systematic review decision tree
Scopus string search

Focused on climate
change, climate
variability, or global
warming?

Not within
search results

Excluded_Not CC
related

Focused on
climate
info/science?

Excluded_Not
climate science
focused

Focused on adaptation,
not mitigation/
emissions?

Focused on research
of uptake of climate
info by decision
makers?

Excluded_Mitigation/
emissions focus

Excluded_No
research on
uptake

Contains info on
enabling or inhibiting
factors to uptake?

Excluded_No
enabler or
barrier

Excluded_Seasonal
forecast focus

Focused on longterm climate
information?

INCLUDED in
review
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Our first selection criterion was whether the paper focused on climate change, climate
variability or global warming. Next, we reviewed whether the paper dealt with climate
information or climate science. We then verified if the paper was primarily focused on
climate change adaptation, omitting papers focused on mitigation and greenhouse gas
emissions. The next test was whether the paper specifically dealt with research on the uptake
of climate information - this step in the decision tree was where most of the papers were
excluded. We then assessed whether the article contained information on factors enabling or
inhibiting uptake. Following this, we evaluated whether the focus of the paper was on longterm climate information.
The decision tree was applied twice: during the initial title and abstract screening and then
again during the full text screening.
b) Title and abstract screening
Titles and abstracts of the returned articles were screened by two independent reviewers.
Both reviewers screened the first 600 titles and abstracts at which point results were
compared and discussed with discrepancies reviewed through an adjudicating review team
(comprised of three additional individuals). The Kappa inter-annotator agreement test
(McGinn et al., 2004) performed for this round of screening scored 0.508 between the two
independent reviewers. Due to a modest Kappa score, the team revisited the
inclusion/exclusion criteria and clarified the protocol and its implementation. The remaining
articles were independently screened. If, during the title and abstract screening, it was not
clear whether or not the article fully satisfied the criteria for inclusion in or exclusion from
the study, it was marked as “unclear” and passed to the full text screening. 110 articles
showed initial relevance to our inclusion criteria (with 52 clearly relevant to our inclusion
criteria and 58 marked as “unclear”).
c) Full text screening
The next stage involved the full text screening of the 110 papers that made it through the title
and abstract screen. An initial pilot screening of 10 papers was carried out to test the full text
screening strategy. This was followed by discussion on any discrepancies and the remaining
100 articles were independently screened by two independent teams each made up of two
reviewers. In the cases where screened full texts remained “unclear”, each pair of reviewers
first discussed discrepancies internally before consulting with the other team in order to reach
agreement. However, when consensus was not reached, an external reviewer was consulted
for a final decision on inclusion or exclusion of the articles in question. The full text
screening yielded a Kappa test scored 0.916, deemed highly consistent (McGinn et al., 2004).
Only literature that fully satisfied inclusion criteria were included in the final database for
data extraction. Of the 110 peer-reviewed articles available from the first round of screening,
44 were retained for data extraction.
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d) Data extraction
Data from the 44 papers was extracted into an Excel spreadsheet and analysed according to
the two primary research questions. The extraction process assessed information on year of
publication, author affiliation, geographic focus, spatial scale, sectoral focus of climate
information, type of evidence generated, data collection method, timescale of climate
information, type of decision-making process, as well as identified constraints and enablers to
the uptake of climate information in decision-making and associated quotes from the text.
A pilot extraction on 5 papers was carried out to iron out any discrepancies and amend
information categories for the extraction process.
Topics specified as constraints and enablers to the uptake of medium- to long-term climate
information in decision making in the papers were coded respectively into ten categories
according to their recurring and overarching themes: five categories of constraints and five
categories of enablers (see Results section).
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Appendix 2: Numbers of papers excluded at each stage of
screening
First round of screening: Title and abstract
Total number of papers screened
Total number of excluded papers
Not focused on climate change, climate variability or global warming
Not focused on climate information
Not focused on adaptation (e.g. mitigation/emissions)
Not focused on research of decision making
Does not contain enablers or inhibitors
Not focused on long-term climate information
Straight to second round (Included)
Unclear (Included)
Total number of papers through to 2nd round of screening

2530
2420
111
81
812
1386
13
17
52
58
110

Second round of screening: Full text screening
Total number of papers screened for full text
Total number of excluded papers
No access to full text
Not in English
Not focused on climate change, climate variability or global warming
Not focused on climate information
Not focused on research of decision making processes
Not focused on long-term climate information
Total number of included papers

110
66
4
2
1
18
37
4
44
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Appendix 3: Terms and definitions
In relation to the geographic scales outlined in Figure 3, categories refer to the primary
geographic focus of shortlisted articles. Here, ‘Multiple regions’ relates to articles that
describe case studies in more than one country across more than one continent; ‘Municipal’
refers to the town or city levels; and ‘Local’ refers to the household, community or village
levels. Additional scales are referred to in Figure 4. Here, ‘Multiscalar’ studies relate to
studies that transcend scales from, from local to supranational; ‘Supranational’ scale refers to
case studies that span more than one country; National scale refers to a country scale of
analysis; and ‘Regional’ refers to a regional administrative unit within a country.
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Appendix 5: Articles excluded after full text screening
(n=66)*
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